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Abstract

Snr Manager Strategic Capabilities
Flexible Hybrid Electronics Opportunities for Enabling Customization
and Personalization in a Connected Ecosystem
Digital revolution is all around us globally and connected communities,
consumers are altering behavior. Connected sensorized devices as part of
this digital transformation are getting ubiquitous. Such devicification leads
to data aggregation, visualization that allow products and services to be
customized and personalized. Such solutions enabled by flexible hybrid
and printed electronics are in a wide variety of spaces such as consumer
packaging and connected healthcare devices.
The emergence of printed electronics for flexible hybrid manufacturing also
presents unique opportunities for integrating flexible hybrids to realize
complex designs. These manufacturing technologies need materials and
processes that allow for opportunities where not only are the benefits of
functional integration realized but potentially impact easier manufacturing
processes, reduced assembly steps and materials and services
management simplification. Its the ability to integrate electronics directly
onto plastics flexible glass, soft polymers, and even fabrics that enamours
designers for the freedom that it accords. This freedom is ultimately
positioned to better outcomes and experiences for users and as a result for
more loyal customers.
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